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This idea I give unto you now, children of love. The Will of God, that which is the
gift of Eternal Life, we are the love of God. Your information coming through now
is about service.
This is a meaningful time for all the children of God to hopefully understand that
service is the gift of love, and it is not a hardship of any kind but that which is sewn in
your heart as the natural sewing of the life force. Service is the gift of light, and it gathers
great momentum now in your planetary system. Service extends its extension by giving
again once service has been given through the heart of love, which is the child of God.
This idea is about understanding the gift of Eternal Life - as is with all these messages
ultimately. For in that way, when we understand and become the gift of Eternal Life,
fully recognized within that which we are -- consciousness -- we shall glorify God and
fulfill that which is written in that which is I AM.
Comparisons of, shall we call "equal measure,” do not carry weight here in this
world. That which is the glory of God entertains Itself with service. Collectively now,
many are gathering according to that service which is needed and that service which is
called forth by the children of I AM. Many children will be gathering, collecting and not
understanding they are a part of a global network of gathering Beings of Light, each one
complementing the other group of service adjoining adjacent.
The people involved in this, shall we call it "gathering," have felt this inner urge to
serve for a long period of existence. Now it is time to begin the work, largely from
what we call the "understanding mind" and that which is called "coming together
with the innate desire to be a part of the totality of life." Complementary extensions
of the light force within all beings constitute what we call "service global mission.”
Make not of this an idea. Let it be idea-ed in you, naturally, by your heart's desire,
fulfilling therefore your ideas of consciousness by saying,
"here I am Lord. Use me."
The Will of God at the center of this seed idea is to extend the life force,
multiplied, complementing the life force in all ideas of form. This earth is about
moving now into a greater capacity of service at a cosmic level, joining other beings
of fulfillment and planetary systems of light.
We enter into this spiral, if you will, and take our place among those thousands of
billions of millions. How many cannot be counted, nor can that which is called "the
light" be embraced by the light to which enters into the circle to take its place.
Intuitively, many of you shall begin to feel:
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This is the place I came to serve,
and here I flourish with the light of God.
The doors and the windows are open wide,
and all I need is provided.
As I give of that which I came to serve,
the opening of the inner system called "lonely ideas"
shall surface to the heart
and be brought into the canal of the open generations to come.
Here we are one.
And that energy fields to which is growing in stamina
and in the capacity to enfold.
The light wave coming into this world
is a miraculous encounter, indeed.
Those of you who are awake to the idea of "here I am, Lord, use me," seeking this service
shall be given. Hold with us now open vessels of mind. Prepare your body temples by
synchronizing the intention in the heart with the internal will, and allow that which is the
gift to unfold through I AM. Many gather with each of you to complement you as you
extend the light through the desire to seek love in serving I AM.
No place shall ye be sent, any of you, that is not within that idea to serve. Your hearts'
purifications have allowed you now to work in a galactic measure complemented by
those in other realms. When you sincerely desire to be of use to the greater plan other
than self, the master teachers encounter one another in a spiral effect, downloading the
information from the Almighty I AM into that which is called "earth form life" in you as
a Being of Light. Your instructions come from the intuition at this point, soon to be
clearly revealed to those who are seeking to serve in love.
If you will hold your heart open as you would a book, seeking to be written herein
revealed, it shall be given each of you the service work to which ye have come. Plenty of
beings serve in love in many capacities. From political, scientific … simplicity,
multitudes, kindergartens, if you will, all serve. And when this is the desire for all who
find themselves to be blooming in the earth a part of the whole, then earth will sing its
song of freedom and peace.
Until then, that which is called "your desire" pushing through that which is called
"false belief" shall help to raise the vibrations of all entities now incarnated in this
planetary system. And soon, that which is the gift of life, bursting forth the pain and
suffering in the consciousness in the human will, shall be the gift of God now
seeking that which is called "love.” Many teachers are now approaching mastery
that they shall no longer need to teach, but shall be the extension of the vibration in
the presence of their own footsteps to which each is love gathered in his or her place.
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Happiness returns that which is the gift of Holy Light into a greater capacity for
happiness. And that which is the gift at the center of this joy filled energy field
gives new birth to new realms of being, allowing the current realm of being to be
drawn into the new realm of being so that nothing is lost. And, as these measures
of units complete their circular motions, spiraling expandedly, the Will of God
increases It's Grace, if you will, and all is blessed.
Fraternities are springing here and there, this being a brotherhood, if you will, of like
minded beings seeking a composite purpose, focused on that which is called "here I am
Lord, use me." Forever we are that which is called the word, and the word is that which is
calling forth in form the essence of the idea contained within it. Such is the gift of each
fraternity-gathered soul of Light Beings seeking serving I AM.
Place yourself into what we call "a center of light,” your Merkaba body. Bring your
mind and heart to the idea:
I AM the light of the world,
and I am placed according to my light frequency
in that place which I have come to serve.
I trust that all vibrations of energy move in the direction
to bring me to that point of service
and place of service in the earth field.
My fraternity awaits my eternal gift
to complete the fulfillment of this organization.
My contribution vital it is,
as is each participant in my fraternity order.
Together we complete and fulfill that design of service
which complements all other designs of service.
And, as we gather strength within our circles,
we strengthen the totality of the whole
which we are all I AM
a part one equal.
The glory of God, situated now within the purpose which we seek the service idea,
reaches forth with gratitude from Itself to that which It has created in Itself in each of
you. And in the energy called "gratitude," more of the service equal to that which is
called "the Divine Plan" unfolds to reveal the truth which each of you comes to be a part.
Let not your hearts sink to an ebb which is called "doubt," for herein the circle which you
came to serve is weakened. Raise your hearts to where
before the brain mind occupied space, and allow the heart to be filled in the cranium of
the Eternal desire within you to love and serve God. From this vantage point, all that is
contained within the Father/Mother eternal life force, Jesus master teacher, within all
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shall be fulfilled. And, as we currently await the completion of that which is called the
"Fraternal Order," we shall all be at peace and trusting the eagle now to rise.
Be assured that as this planetary system moves forward in the Divine Plan, the
individualization of this system shall become a greater light force for the eternal Eternal.
And this system shall participate more frequently in the decisions of the global galactic
assembly.
Programmed reality is not as we understand it, but it is that which is called "the service to
the Will of God,” and it seeks by its nature to be revealed in fulfillment. Thus, the hearts
participating feel free, full, peaceful, complete. Nature fulfills its purpose as we align our
force fields with its sway. The love of God treasures Its own peacefulness through nature
and contributes to the plan and the fraternities gathered in the earth. So be with us now.
Leadership does not exist in these fraternal orders other than "I participate and contribute
my energy to the whole." The whole is what dictates the leadership.
Mother Earth is giving birth, and treasures unfold in this gift. We cannot see beyond that
which is called "present moment reality.” But, we can assure ourselves that in the desire
to be present to the seed of life, eternally living its generations within each idea to which
we call I AM, we shall be gifted beyond measure in the glory of our God.
Functions now will cease for many of you to your current states of service into which you
now find yourselves giving, because you are complete here. And you will find that you
are generously guided to take up new forms of serving in our eternal life circle of life
here in Earth. And you will be changing, so to speak, partnerships, and bringing forth
companionships of new orders to your life.
Do not be dismayed if things begin to close down for you in certain areas of your
life's work, for knowing now what you know, they are complete. As these areas of
your life's work serve and complete their missions bringing greater opportunities for
greater order in their place, trust that your steps are guided, your physical bodies
are literally cared for in the guidance, and your environmental shifts will be made
clear and peaceful to that palette which you call "desire.” Strangely enough, change
does not agree with those who seek the Will of God, for to change means to adjust
many things and to trust there is a power bringing greater fruit from shifting. It is easy to
trust as you stand beneath that tree bearing fruit of the past service. Be willing now to
move beyond your sewed garden into the field of Grace sewn by your God, to which you
are one, revealing new fruit, new fields of light, and new dimensions of service.
The glory of our God is the Will of love, and this impulses all change. When your
hearts feel inclined toward moving or shifting, trust the impulse as the Will of God.
Then open as you would your front door to welcome in a guest who has a gift for
you in hand, and repeating this list "here I am Lord, use me." Move with energy gently
in a forward motion to softly release anything in your life that continues to hold you in
the space of service you find yourself now functioning, if you feel the desire to move
forward and change.
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Gravity has a tendency to pull the earthling down. That is why it is important to lift in
the heart above the crown that which is the halo of God. This halo of God is not bound
by gravity, but is pulled in a spiraling upward sphere by the heart of the Eternal God in
which we are all being drawn to RETURN TO THE COSMIC I AM. This force field is
much more powerful than the field of gravity in the earth and the gravity of
consciousness that pulls the earthling RETURNING to past memory.
Glorify your God by lifting your heart and all that is seen within your consciousness
above. Hold this idea:
"The Will of God now calls me to Itself.
I accept.
I am the peace and the power of the New World.
I am the gift
.
Completions, which I now release, empower me
to move forward in this New World
and take my place.
I AM forever eternal in the God which I am one,
and one with my all in each one of you outside of me
who now proclaim the same idea of Sonship."
We are gathered in a system to serve one another, thus serving our God.
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